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High-throughput experiments (HTE) result in large amounts of raw data that have to be evaluated for sample
classification. Especially mass spectrometry, a widely used detection method in catalytic HTE applications,
produces enormous amounts of data. In the past few years, in catalysts research, several test rigs based on
mass spectrometric detection have been independently reported by different groups. In a typical HTE, the
catalysts are tested sequentially; the recording of the scans, however, occurs continuously. For this reason,
the scans of interest have to be extracted from the raw data, and scans belonging to the same sample have
to be averaged in a tedious procedure before further processing. In this publication, we present our custom-
designed software MS-Express (massspectrometry data-extracting and -processing software), an efficient
tool for HTE MS data evaluation. MS-Express not only sorts the data, it also establishes statistical significance
with the help of reference and blank data and provides concise information about abundance and intensity
distributions of expected peaks. A special feature is that the program also reports unexpected MS signals,
which potentially lead to unexpected discoveries.

Introduction

Time and cost-saving high-throughput techniques are
increasingly applied for the discovery and optimization of
materials and catalysts.1 Efficient high-throughput experi-
mentation requires a complete combinatorial workflow, such
as library design tools, automated synthesis, a technology
for the high-throughput screening (HTE) of desired proper-
ties, custom-designed software for the evaluation and visu-
alization of HTE data, and data transfer and storage.2 Such
complete setups are presently only available in a few
industrial laboratories, and the development of individual
building blocks and their application is typical for the present
research activities.

In the recent development of new high-throughput methods
for the screening of solid catalysis, special emphasis has been
placed on mass spectrometry (MS) detection. Chen has
successfully applied modified electrospray ionization tandem
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) for the screening of homoge-
neous catalysts in polymerization reactions, such as olefin
metathesis or ethylene polymerization.3 Symyx has developed
custom-designed MS equipment to monitor product com-
position of heterogeneously catalyzed reactions sequentially
by QMS (quadrupole mass spectrometry) in primary screen-
ing applications.4 The catalysts adhering to a flat library are
heated from the back by a CO2 laser in a pressure chamber
while the catalyst sample is supplied with the feed gas
mixture through a capillary on the opposite side. Simulta-
neously, a small part of the feed-product mixture is trans-
ported by another capillary to the MS for detection. Senkan
et al. presented a simpler secondary screening device.5

Catalysts prepared by impregnation of prefabricated silica
or alumina tablets are manually placed into individual

channels of a heated gas-phase flow reactor with multiple
channels in a ceramic block. The whole reactor is moved
by anxyz table to insert the fixed capillary of the MS into
the exit opening of individual reactor outlets for sequential
sampling. In another typical secondary screening setup, a
multitubular reactor with 15 parallel gas-phase flow quartz
tubes has been reported by Claus et al.6 The product gas
is sequentially switched to a QMS by a 16-valve multiport
for sampling. In a miniaturized approach, the same group
reported the use of the multiple channel arrays of a micro-
mixer in combination with QMS for the HTE of solid
catalysts.7 While in all these approaches closed reactors have
been applied, our primary screening setup has been based
on open library plates consisting of several hundred wells
in which individual catalysts have been placed.8 A capillary
bundle comprising a feed gas capillary and a capillary for
product gas transfer to the QMS is moved into the open wells
sequentially. Two setups have been realized: one moves the
capillary bundle with a modified pipetting robot,8,9 the other
moves the reactor with the help of anxyz table.10 Such an
open reactor system is a compromise to obtain high-through-
put. It is convenient to use and simple, but O2 diffusion to
the catalyst surface is unavoidable, and the data are not as
reliable as those obtained in a closed reactor system. It was
surprising to note that even hydrogenation reactions can be
carried out successfully in such open reactors.

All of these different high-throughput reactors based on
MS analysis have in common a rapid accumulation of data,
which requires the efficient help of automated data evalua-
tion. Manual inspection of the data accumulated renders the
experimental high-throughput approach obsolete. Until now,
none of the groups involved have presented their solution
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for the automated data handling and evaluation resulting from
a HTE with MS.

Results and Discussion

A typical MS-based HTE starts with the selection of the
testing conditions and the design of the catalyst library. The
catalyst preparation procedures selected are sol-gel-based,
which relies on the mixing of liquid reagents and solutions
and allows the use of dispensing robots.

The design of the libraries is realized in tailored software
called Plattenbau.10 While the user provides information on
library layout and design, doping, or composition spreads,
Plattenbau calculates the volumes to dispense from available
recipes and creates and exports optimized dispensing lists
that can be used by the software of the dispensing robots.
Samples are synthesized directly either in the wells of a
library plate or into arrays of flasks by reagent dispensing
with the dispensing robot. If synthesized directly into the
library plate, the resulting gels are dried and calcined in the
plate before use. If arrays of flasks are used for synthesis,
the materials are dried and calcined, and the resulting
powders are then milled and filled into the plate wells
manually, which has the advantage of comparable fill heights
and texture of the catalyst bed. Figure 1 shows a typical
library plate (Ø) 99 mm) with 207 wells and thex/y labeling
used for identification of the well and catalysts positions.
This particular library plate will also serve for further
explanations in this publication. It comprises 204 powder

samples consisting of platinum-doped oxides and mixed
oxides, an empty well (blank) in position 9/9, a reference
catalyst (reference) in 1/6, and a well containing only the
platinum doping and no oxide (Pt blank) in 9/10.

The catalytic behavior of the library plate described above
has been tested for the hydroisomerization ofn-pentane at
300 °C in our high-throughput test rig with MS and gas
chromatography (GC) detection.9 The setup of the HTE is
schematically shown in Figure 2. The catalysts are present
as solids on the bottom of the wells of the library plates.
The central part of the setup is a capillary bundle ending in
a steel needle, which is automatically positioned by a
modified synthesis robot into the library wells for reaction
product sampling. All capillaries are heated by heating wires
and are thermally insulated to avoid condensation of feed
and products. The gaseous and liquid reagents, a gaseous
mixture of n-pentane and hydrogen in this case, enter the
feed gas capillary via a preheating and mixing chamber. A
ceramic mask covers the library plate, thus transforming the
library into an array of open micro reaction chambers with
the catalysts sitting at the bottom of the wells. The preheated
feed gas overflows the catalyst sample in a reaction chamber
and displaces the air in the chamber. The resulting gas
mixture containing educts and products are sampled continu-
ously for analysis by additional capillaries connected to a
double-focusing sector-field MS (AMD-MMH1) and a GC
(Agilent 6890) with a gas sample loop. Additional oxidation
reactions competing with the hydroisomerization ofn-pentane
are probable because a small amount of oxygen is always
present in the reaction chamber through diffusion. For the
experiment discussed here, the isomersn-pentane and
i-pentane were detected with the GC, and the MS was used
for the detection of oxidation products such as CO2 and H2O.
The overall measurement time used was 80 s per well.

For the control of a HTE experiment with the setup
described above, a custom-designed software called TestRig
has been developed.9,10 TestRig controls the movement of
the steel needle, permitting screening of the library plate in
an arbitrary sequence, and sends a start signal to the GC
after entry of the needle in a reaction chamber. Individual
library positions may be measured several times, for example,
to repeat blank measurements between the sample measure-
ments. The sequence to be measured is easily edited and is
saved in ASCII format in a file describing the desired

Figure 1. Library plate with 207 positions: (a) photography; (b)
x/y position labeling.

Figure 2. Scheme of our setup for high-throughput screening of
solid catalysts.
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sequence. The status of the effectively measured sequence
is permanently saved in another ASCII file containing
entering times (tin) and exiting times together with thex and
y position coordinates for each measurement. Cutouts of both
sequence lists generated by TestRig are shown in Figure 3.
The serial number describing the HTE sequence order in the
desired sequence list will be referred to as run# in the
following. Each run number can easily be assigned to the
position of a measured well with the help of both sequence
lists.

The software MASPEC Data System (Mass Spectrometry
Services) controls the sector-field MS and the MS data
registration. The gas sampling to the MS and the recording
of the scans occur continuously, and several scans are
registered during the testing of one catalyst as well as during
the positioning of the capillary bundle and the movements
outside of the reactor. The MS raw data of a whole HTE
sequence are saved in a single file that contains more than
6000 mass spectra (scans) in a typical HTE. For the
evaluation of a HTE with MS, only the scans recorded in
the reaction chambers are of interest. These scans have to
be extracted from the data file generated by MASPEC and
associated with the respective run number and, accordingly,
to a well position before further processing (such as
averaging the scans for each run number, standardization,
blank correction.). This task was accomplished in a tedious
manual procedure that took several days in our early stage
of development, proving in a painful manner the obvious
necessity for an automated data extraction and processing
software.

Figure 4 shows the dependency of some ion currents on
the scan number (scan#). This presentation clarifies the
changes in signal intensity from one scan to the next and
thus to follow the actual progress of the HTE. The intensity
at m/z ) 43 predominantly originates from the educt
n-pentane. The intensity atm/z ) 44 is composed of the
oxidation product CO2 and of hydrocarbon fragments. By
watching the profile, it is easy to recognize whether a scan
was recorded in a reaction chamber or in air during the steel
needle movement outside of the reactor. After entering a
reaction chamber, the feed gas partly replaces the present

air, leading to an increase of the signalm/z) 43. It is obvious
from this presentation that the scans of interest have to be
extracted from the raw data for evaluation, and scans
belonging to the same sample have to be averaged in a
tedious procedure before further processing.

The MS monitoring of catalytic reactions with hydrocar-
bons leads to a large number of ion fragments and,
consequently, to considerable MS data. In some cases, more
than 200 signals were recorded in a single scan, leading to
very large exported data sets. Every MS signal is defined
by three coordinates: its serial scan number (scan#), its mass
to charge ratio (m/z), and its corresponding intensity (Int).
A representative scan (scan#) 37) recorded during a blank
measurement is pictured in Figure 5. The fragments shown
result from then-pentane/H2 feed gas and from the air
diffusing into the reaction chamber. A file containing all MS
raw data of an HTE can be exported by MASPEC in ASCII
format. A segment of this file is shown in Figure 6 for

Figure 3. Cutout of the (a) desired and (b) measured sequence lists exported from TestRig.

Figure 4. Selected ion traces from a typical screening with MS
(single scans are highlighted).

Figure 5. Representative scan measured in a blank position.
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scan#) 37. The data are primarily sorted by their scan
number, leading to a consecutive listing of all scans in tables
containing them/z-Int data pairs (scan#r m/z-Int). The
user, however, is interested in the devolution of am/z value
of interest with the chronological progress of the HTE, that
is, with increasing scan number. Consequently, all data must
be sorted by their mass-to-charge ratios (m/z r scan#-Int).
This sorting can be done with MASPEC, leading to the
display of ion currents, that is, the chronological devolutions
of the intensities for fixedm/z values. The sorting with
MASPEC is only possible for preselectedm/zvalues, which
means that one must decide whichm/z values are of interest
for the evaluation of the catalytic screening before knowing
the results. The signals generally chosen under these condi-
tions are those of few educt and main product fragments. In
such an evaluation strategy, interesting catalysts with high
activity for the formation of a product different from the
expected one will not be recognized. How this can be
overcome is discussed below.

In the following, our custom-designed software, MS-
Express, which treats all the problems just discussed, is
described.

MS-Express.The software MS-Express for high-through-
put data MS analysis was developed for the extraction and
processing of as many signals as desired. MS-Express (mass
spectrometry data-extracting and -processingsoftware) was
programmed in Visual C++ with Microsoft Foundation
Classes. The data treatment is done in consecutive steps that

are grouped in different windows of a graphical user interface
for ease of use. This structuring of MS-Express is depicted
in the overview of the operating sequence in Figure 7. The
workflow starts with the import of all necessary data from
TestRig and MASPEC and basic settings for the correlation
of information from different files. A list containing them/z
values of all signals detected during the HTE is displayed,
small fluctuations in them/zvalue for the same ion fragment
from one scan to another or as a result from an instrumental
drift are corrected automatically, and an internal standard
(IST) used for intensity correction can be set (optional). After
standardization, the signals belonging to the same run number
are averaged, resulting in an overview that contains sum-
marized information about the data set. This simplifies the
selection of signals of interest. The next steps in the software
are associated with the involvement of special positions, such
as blanks or references into the data treatment and respective
correction of intensities. A more detailed description of all
functions is given below.

Data Import and Time Correlation. MS-Express re-
quires information from two programs, the timing from the
software controlling the sequence of the experiment (here
TestRig) and the MS data from the Software controlling the
mass spectrometer (here MASPEC). It starts by prompting
the user to load up for evaluation several files resulting from
the HTE (Figure 8): (1) the desired sequence list from
TestRig (see Figure 3a), (2) the measured sequence list from
TestRig (see Figure 3b), (3) the MS data file from MASPEC

Figure 6. Cutout of the scan text file exported from MASPEC for
scan 37 (m) multiplet).

Figure 7. Operating sequence with MS-Express.
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(see Figure 6) and (4) optionally an XML file generated by
Plattenbau that contains a brief name for each sample
describing its composition (for example, Si100 for platinum-
doped silicon oxide, Si50Ti50 for a platinum-doped mixed
oxide). The program continues only if the entries in the
desired sequence list correspond to those of the measured
sequence list to prevent possible misinterpretations as a
consequence of last minute changes in the sequence order.
A shorter measured sequence list resulting from a possible
preterm abort of a HTE is accepted, however. The resuming
of both sequence lists leads to the attribution of the times
recorded by TestRig at every entrance into a reaction
chamber (tin) to its associated run number.

The MS data file contains a consecutive listing of all scans
sorted by their serial scan number in reference to their
recording time (tscan). These relative time values are set by
an internal clock in MASPEC that starts withtscan) 0 at the
manual actuation of the MS detection in MASPEC that
generally occurs shortly before the sequence start in TestRig.
To correlate the time axes in MASPEC and TestRig, it is
necessary to identify the first scan monitored after entrance
of the steel needle in the first well of the sequence (run#)
1). This value is easily determined with the first drastic
change in intensity in the ion currents and is entered in MS-
Express that correlates both time axes. The next step is the
assignment of all scans to evaluate to their respective run
number. This is done by once typing in two additional
values: first, the number of scans recorded after entrance
of the steel needle that should not be used for evaluation;
and second, the following number of scans recorded for the
same run# that should be used for evaluation and, conse-

quently, should be averaged. The entrance of the steel needle
into a well is recognized by the increase and the exit by the
decrease in the intensity ofm/z ) 43 (see Figure 4). The
associated scan numbers are used for the correlation of the
time axes from the TestRig and the MASPEC files. During
the time of the well sampling, several MS scans, depending
on MS settings, are recorded (here, 14 scans). It is advisable
to reject some of the initial scans and chose the scans toward
the end of the sampling for averaging (here, we have chosen
to reject the first 10 scans and average the final 4 scans for
evaluation). After the assignment of the selected scans to
their run number, MS-Express deletes unnecessary additional
scans, thus reducing the temporary data set. The averaging
of the respective scans is done at a later point in the data
processing.

MS-Express is not limited to mass spectrometric files
generated by MASPEC. An import tool has been imple-
mented that also permits the use of files generated by
QUADSTAR (Inficon), the software controlling a quadrupole
mass spectrometer in our second high-throughput test rig with
MS detection.10

Signal Correction. After the designation of the scans to
evaluate, allm/zvalues in the data set are listed on the screen
(Figure 9). In the low-resolution detection mode used with
the sector-field MS, an identical fragment may lead to slightly
different m/z values from one scan to another due to small
fluctuations in the initial positioning of the scanning magnet.
For example, the signal of the main water fragment appeared
at m/z ) 18.1 as well as atm/z ) 18.2 in this experiment.
To combine these signals, a specialm/z jitter correction using
the difference between twom/z values can be applied. In a

Figure 8. Data import and time correlation in MS-Express.
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low resolution measurement, MASPEC deliversm/z values
with an accuracy of one position after the decimal point.
Accordingly, the difference of two values belonging together
that directly follow each other can only be 0.1. Signals with
m/z values lying farther apart do not belong to the same
fragment. MS-Express combines allm/z values that have a
difference of∆(m/z) ) 0.1 from the preceding value. If a
signal appears at severalm/z values in the same scan series
(false multiplet), the intensities are simply added. The
maximum amount of consecutivem/z values to combine is
set in the graphical interface as a filter parameter, whose
value is a compromise. On one hand, a value that is too large
may lead to the combination of different fragments; a smaller
value may be insufficient for a reliable automated correction.
An adequate value found empirically for our experiments is
3. This filter parameter setting causes the combination of
m/zvalues with a variation of(0.1 after pressing the “LoRes
filter” button. The column titled “#(m/z)” displays the
quantity ofm/z values combined in the new artificial signal.
Them/z range combined in the new signal is shown on the
right column. The user can still manually combine the
combination ofm/z values belonging together that were not
recognized by them/z jitter filter. For this purpose, the user
marks the respectivem/z values in the table and unites them
by pressing a second button (“combine marked signals”).
Even if combining different signals may look unusual to
advanced mass spectrometry users, this jitter correction does
not create a signal mismatch here. In fact, it is absolutely
necessary for an automated evaluation of data sets with
slightly fluctuating or driftingm/z values.

In general, fluctuation of the signal intensities due to small
temporary changes in the detection sensitivity can be
minimized with an internal standard (IST). The fragment
chosen for standardization should be representative of the
chronological progress of the detection sensitivity over the
whole experiment. This is ideally a fragment of a molecule
contained in the feed gas that does not participate in the
reaction. The user optionally selects them/z value of an IST
in the table and enters it into the designated edit box of the
user interface. Hence, a potential combination of fluctuating
m/z values with them/z jitter filter has to occur before the
standardization. Pressing the IST button starts the standard-
ization. We usually add argon to the feed gas as an IST in
MS screenings. Because Ar gas was missing in the feed gas
mixture shown here, the intensities of allm/z values were
related to the intensities of the signals atm/z ) 43, which
originate from fragments of both pentane isomers and other
hydrocarbons, if present. The resulting normalized ratios are
related to the first scan selected for evaluation (here, scan#
) 35) by multiplication

The assignment of single scans to their respective run number
by correlation of the time axes has been discussed in the
previous section. Because the averaging function used for
the assignment of the mean intensities to their respective run
number contains a sum, this assignment can only be done
after the optional standardization. It is started automatically

Figure 9. Signal merging and standardization in MS-Express.

Intm/z)i;scan)j

Intm/z)43;scan)j
× Intm/z ) 43;scan)35
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by MS-Express before moving to the next program window,
thereby drastically reducing the data set. For more clarity,
the calculation form/z ) 44 in run#) 1 is given here.

Signal Choice.In the next window, a tabular overview
of the complete HTE is displayed (Figure 10). The signals
are listed with increasingm/z. The column “# holes” shows
how often a signal was found. Because the HTE sequence
discussed here consisted of 228 single measurements (run#
) 1-228), the readout 228 atm/z ) 44.2 signifies that the
respective fragment was detected in every run number. The
column 〈Int〉 displays the mean of the intensities over all
run numbers in which the signal was detected. The columns
“max. Int[%]” and “min. Int [%]” show the relative extremes
of the signal’s intensity based on the respective mean
intensity. No extreme is reported form/z ) 43.2, because
this mass signal was used as IST. It is obvious at the first
glance that the CO2 product signal atm/z ) 44.2 (〈Int〉) is
far above the system noise and that there may be catalytically
active wells producing much more CO2 than the mean of all
samples (max. Int [%]). The user may now decide whether
this signal is of interest to him or if other fragments of the
same product are even more appropriate for evaluation. The
signal is accepted for evaluation by checking this line in the
left column. Thus, evaluation is no longer limited to a few
preselected educt and product signals, but all results of the
HTE are rapidly judged. This overview is one of the most

valuable features of MS-Express because it permits the fast
recognition but unexpected mass signals that could originate
from a scientifically or economically significant or unex-
pected catalytic product (enhancement of discovery chances).

Further Data Processing.The next steps in the workflow
are directed to library positions that contain various reference
samples and are measured repeatedly during the HTE.
Positions belonging to this class are blank, reference, and
further special positions useful for comparison. The user is
guided through a program window for the processing of
blank positions first, followed by an analogous window for
reference samples and another one for additional special
positions. Because the windows are very similar, the func-
tions are described with the help of the screenshot in Figure
11. The user enters a name for the special position to process
in the upper left edit box (“Pt blank” in this case) and
confirms it by actuating the button below (“Get new
‘name’”). In the preceding steps, the name “Blank” is
automatically attributed to blank positions; the name “Refer-
ence,” to reference positions. Thex/y position coordinates
of all wells filled with “Pt blank” are successively entered
into the edit box above the button “Get X, Y” and confirmed
by its activation. Here, the only Pt blank has been placed in
position 9/10. Clicking “Calculate” informs the software that
no further positions will follow and results in the display of
all signals of interest detected in the indicated positions. The
user can exclude a measurement from the subsequent
calculation of the average and of the standard deviation by
checking the respective box. The results are displayed in the
lower table of the window. Pressing “Finish this ‘name’”

Figure 10. Choice of signals of interest in MS-Express.

1
4

[Intm/z ) 44;scan)35 + Intm/z)44;scan)36 +

Intm/z)44;scan)37 + Intm/z)44;scan)38]
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ends the input for “Pt blank”, and the same process can be
repeated for other samples.

MS-Express proceeds in an analogous way for blank and
reference positions. If the library plate screened does not
contain blank or reference positions, the associated steps can
be skipped. With the intensities obtained in the selected blank
measurements (Intm/z)i;blank) the mean value (〈Int〉m/z)i;blank)
and the standard deviation (s(Int)m/z)i;blank) are determined.
For background correction, the mean value is subtracted from
all signals.

Only samples with a background corrected intensity larger
than

are be regarded as statistically significantly active. The
probability that a value fulfilling this criterion is a true
catalytic activity and not an artifact by background noise
equals 97.7% if the respective sample is measured only once.
Following normalizing with the mean of the reference
measurements (〈Int〉m/z)i;reference) leads to the relative activities.

This calculation makes sense only if the catalytic activity
and selectivity of the reference samples are highly reproduc-
ible from one HTE to the next.

The goal of an HTE and of the data processing described
here is to assign a value representative for a product yield
to the catalyst samples. Blank, reference, and other special
measurements of lower interest are solely necessary for a
more reliable data processing. They are dispensable in the
graphical presentation of the catalysts’ results and should
be easily extracted from the data set for this reason. Hence,
in addition to the run number, a position number (pos#) is
introduced that is assigned only once to each position
measured in a HTE sequence. At first, just library positions
containing real catalyst samples are numbered with a
consecutive value in a vertical order, starting at position 1/6
and ending at 17/12. All other positions are added afterward.
By sorting the data by their position number, those positions
move to the end of the data list and can easily be disting-
uished from the real samples and separated if desired. The
position number is assigned independently of the library
layout and thus differs from the x/y position labels. The user
decides whether the special positions entered in Figure 11
should be regarded as real catalyst samples by checking the
appropriate box after typing in the respective name. The
position numbers are not assigned until the end of the
automated processing with MS-Express, when it is clear that
no additional special position containing a real sample will
follow. Actuating the “Finish program” button terminates
the software. By definition, the positions containing real
catalyst samples are numbered with their position numbers
as described first; followed by the blank positions; then by
the reference positions; and finally, by all the remaining
special positions. Accordingly, here, the catalyst sample in

Figure 11. Further processing in MS-Express: blank corrections, reference normalization.

Intm/z)i;run#)j - 〈Int〉m/z)i;blank

〈Int〉m/z)i;blank+ 2[s(Int)m/z)i;blank]

Intm/z)i;run)j

Intm/z)i;reference
× 100%
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position 1/7 gets the pos#) 1, the last catalyst sample in
17/12 the pos#) 204, the blank in 9/9 the pos#) 205, the
reference catalyst in (1/6) the Pos#) 206, and the special
position “Pt blank” in 9/10 the pos#) 207.

Output and Presentation of Data Processed.After the
data processing, MS-Express creates a folder “MS_Data”
containing six files that are described in Table 1. The
processed data are exported in an ASCII format that is easily
imported into databases. A cutout of the file Data_bla.txt
containing the data sheet with IST standardized and blank
corrected intensities is shown in Figure 12. From left to right,
the columns contain the following information: the run
number describing the order of the screening sequence; the
position number used for easy selection of true catalyst
sample measurements; thex andy position coordinates; the
intensities for them/zvalues indicated in the title; the names
generated in MS-Express for special positions (for example,
Pt blank); and finally, the sample names generated in
Plattenbau for the synthesis of this library.

The automated presentation of the data listed in the
resulting ASCII files is achieved easily in commercial
software such as Excel (Microsoft), Origin (Microcal), or
Spotfire (Spotfire) with the help of templates and macros.
The dependence of the intensities in the blank measurements
on the chronological run number is displayed in Figure 13a
for m/z ) 44.2. Two-dimensional presentations of the data
in their chronological order are useful for the recognition of
possible trends over the HTE sequence, because they may
result from a cooling of the reactor or a feed gas loss, for
example. The intensities of the catalyst samples are shown
in Figure 13b. Only intensities with values larger than 7045
should be considered as active. The intensities ofm/z) 44.2
are shown independent of their position on the library plate

in Figure 13c. The intensity of a sample is specified by the
color. The dark spots here identify the two most active
catalysts on this library for the combustion ofn-pentane.
Possible trends over the library plate that could result from
a temperature gradient, for example, are readily identified
in such a presentation. With the help of this visualization
strategy, active catalysts are rapidly identified on the screen.
The complete data processing and visualization procedure

Figure 12. Part of a data sheet with blank corrected intensities generated by MS-Express (Data_bla.txt).

Table 1. Files Generated by MS-Express

file name content

Overview.txt protocol with description of the six files
specified in this table
settings used for time correlation
overview of allm/z signals afterm/z jitter
correction; signals selected for evaluation
are labeled

Data_raw.txt processed data with raw intensities
Data_ist.txt processed data after standardization

with IST
Data_bla.txt processed data after blank correction
Data_nor.txt processed data after normalizing

with references
Statisti.txt results of statistical calculations with

blank, reference, and other special positions

Figure 13. (a) Two-dimensional presentation of the blank mea-
surements (in pos#) 205) in chronological order and (b) of the
screening results for catalyst samples; (c) three-dimensional visu-
alization of the screening results for catalysts samples. The dashed
lines indicates the limit for statistically significant intensities:
〈Int〉m/z)i;blank + 2[s(Int)m/z)i;blank] ) 7045.
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described in this example takes only∼15 min for all data
of a HTE on a PC running NT4.0 with a 1-GHz processor.

Summary

The automated evaluation of a typical catalytic screening
experiment with high-throughput mass spectrometry has been
presented. The program module MS-Express can be adapted
for the evaluation of data produced by further mass spec-
trometric controlling software and is expected to drastically
accelerate high-throughput research in heterogeneous ca-
talysis and other research fields. The time necessary for a
complete MS data evaluation and visualization gained from
a sequence with more than 200 catalysts is reduced from
several days to approximately 15 min with the procedure
described. The time saved is not the only advantage of the
automated evaluation. The software presents all data in a
summarizing overview for facile identification of signals of
interest. A special strength of this software package is that
it does not miss interesting unexpected byproducts contained
in the data set. Such unexpected discoveries are easily
detected by the user in the final output.

The automated data processing strategy presented here is
not restricted to mass spectrometric application. By minor
adaptation of the software, data originating from other
analytical methods may be used, as well.

For a copy of MS-Express, please contact the correspond-
ing author.
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